Trash Bag Apron

Revised from the How-to-Book page 2-17.

Anytime boys are working with messy materials, then can keep their uniforms clean with this easy apron and still have fun. Use heavy-duty trash bags, and you can reuse the aprons.

**Materials:** Kitchen size Trash bag with NO draw strings, scissors

1. Fold the trash bag in half.

2. Cut arm hold shape form the closed end of the bag with the approximate dimensions shown, throw away trash pieces.

3. Make a cut in the bag as show for the neck area (throw way trash piece), make a second cut ½ inch wide under the neck area that goes up to 3’ from top of bag (this is the neck ties), from the bottom of the bag cut 1 “ strips to make the apron ties.

4. Wrap around the Cub Scout to help protect him from those messy, but fun projects.